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A: After the rumours started circulating
in the Cold War about the other power
instilling them, we realized what a
profitable venture OMC is.
Q: My friend is a liberal, and I’m concerned
for his soul- what should I do?
A: Send us your money. If we are able to
collect the 2.3b USD that we’ve projected,
we feel confident in our ability to launch
a functional OMC laser by 2008, and
from then on it’s only a matter of time
before nobody’s friends are going
to be liberal anymore.
Q: Aren’t OMG’s immoral?
A: It’s abbreviated OMC.
Q: What if OMC technology falls into
the wrong hands?
A: The scientific community holds a
general consensus that that probably
won’t happen.
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Q: Will they be used on me?
A: They won’t not be undisused on you,
if that’s what you mean.
Q: Just how reliable is OMC technology?
A: More reliable than you will soon
be capable of imagining.

Many people are misinformed on just what
Orbital Mind Control is. Here are some fun
facts to put your mind on the right track
until we get them up.
Eighty percent of sterile Russians have
been exposed to orbital mind control
lasers for years- and they’re fine!
Nazi Germany didn’t begin employing
OMC’s until after Hitler rose to power.
With these already in place, the whole
crisis could have been averted.
It will keep the othErs at bay.
Countries with OMC’s in them have a
fifty five per cent lower cannibalism rate.
Contrary to rumour, no explicit link has
been found between Chyrnoble and OMC’s.
Orbital Mind Control is a very real possibility
for the Republicans for Tomorrow. If you
want in on the conspiracy, please contact
our founder, Peter Grey, at his work email,
peter_grey55@hotmail.com .
The future of the country lies in your handsdo you want to leave it in the hands of others?
Sincerely,
Peter Grey, Founder.

